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Nautilus Joins OCP Community

- Open to cooling with immersion, rear-door heat exchange, or direct-to-chip
- Data acceleration demands acceleration of high-performance compute
- Accelerating high-performance in a sustainable way
Stockton 1 Data Center Approved by OCP

November 2021
OCP Ready™ Colo Facility

Partner Efforts Started
Stockton 1 Data Center **Approved by OCP**

**Rack Agnostic**
42U, 48U or 52U/600mm or 800mm width

**Dedicated Data Hall to innovation projects**
pushing the limits on kW per rack
What Makes Nautilus **Unique**

- **75%** Improvement in the infrastructure energy efficiency
- **80%** More energy-efficient in cooling and can be used in any data center
- **55kW** a rack for high-performance compute
- **ZERO** Water Consumption or Water Pollution

**OPEN POSSIBILITIES.**
What Nautilus is Doing **Worldwide**

**Data Center on Land**
Millinocket, Maine

Partnering with Bechtel
Global EPC
Bring Your **Project**

- Data Hall Innovation space is open and we ready to leverage the current technologies that in partnership and collaboration with Nautilus will help promote and move towards greater adaptability in the industry.
- The Stockton 1 Data Center is available now and you can find us here:
  - [OCP Ready Facility Recognition Program](#)
  - [Nautilus Website](#)
  - Email Me Directly: [Arnold@nautilusdt.com](mailto:Arnold@nautilusdt.com)